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2021 Candidate Pre-Interview Questionnaire 

Please type your response to questions in the field provided. Please limit answers to 300 words or 
less. 

1.Briefly describe your qualifications for this office and why you have chosen to run. In
addition, please identify up to 5 organizations or individuals who are actively
supporting your candidacy and why you believe their support is important.
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2. Please identify the three greatest issues or problems facing the City of Atlanta and
specifically how you would work to solve them.

3.Describe your leadership style and an example of a strategy you have used to motivate
others and deliver results.
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4. Trust in the City’s service delivery and responsiveness is waning.  What improvements would you
make to these core service functions to restore public trust and improve quality of life for citizens
and businesses in Atlanta?

5. What are your views on the Buckhead cityhood movement?  What actions will you take
related to this issue?
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6. What is your philosophy on taxation in the City of Atlanta? What future funding streams
do you believe are needed to pay for the things we need to grow?  How should these opportunities
be evaluated?

7. If elected, describe your role in ensuring ethical and transparent management of City resources
by City employees.
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8. Describe your philosophy as to the City of Atlanta’s role in implementing public safety
reform. Which strategies should be prioritized, and if elected, how will you work to advance
them?  What partnerships are necessary to achieving success?

9. What role should diversion and policing alternatives play in the City’s broader public
safety strategy? How are these programs evaluated and funded?
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10. What role should the City of Atlanta play in economic development? What is your
perspective on urban redevelopment tools as the City competes for jobs, talent, and its share
of economic growth?

11. What role should the City of Atlanta play in addressing economic mobility and the
racial wealth gap? Which tools and strategies would your office advance, if elected?
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12. As we emerge from the pandemic, what are the major challenges facing the City for
economic recovery? How will your candidacy address them?

13. What strategies would you implement to improve the City’s supply of affordable housing? What
are the barriers to succeeding on this front and how will you work to overcome them?
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14. What strategies would you implement to protect residents from being displaced from
their communities, as housing prices continue to rise and eviction moratoriums expire?

15. What improvements, if any, need to be made to transparency and oversight on the More
MARTA program?  How should candidates for city appointments to the MARTA board be vetted
and approved?
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16. Describe your philosophy on the City’s current infrastructure backlog. If elected, what
strategies will you pursue to ensure forward progress is made? How would you expedite
project delivery in the City?

17. How important is sustainability to Atlanta’s continued growth and vitality?  What
sustainability initiatives have been most successful in Atlanta to-date and how build you upon
them?
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	Text1: I am running for re-election to the District 2 City Council seat. I am completing my first term on the City Council representing six neighborhoods in the heart of our city. These neighborhoods are a microcosm of the entire city: high-density to low-density, rich to poor, and old to young, with broad racial and ethnic diversity. Moreover, the district is heavily commercial, houses higher education institutions, and is highly frequented by tourists when they come to Atlanta. Thus, representing this district requires attention beyond residents and balancing all the variables that make a city inspiring, welcoming, and livable.While I have learned a lot and, I believe, accomplished a lot in my first term, there is much more work to do. We are mired in mediocrity that requires urgent action: on public safety, on infrastructure, on managing our growth as demand for housing far exceeds supply. Our national and economic competitiveness requires big vision and detailed execution.I have several endorsements that I am proud of, including the International Association of Fighter Fighters, but the single greatest one, to date, is that I am running unopposed – which I take to mean that my constituents think I’ve done the job well.
	Text4: The small stuff matters. A lot. When the quality and consistency of essential and basic services wane, public trust does as well. Indeed, a city should focus first on these core responsibilities before tackling bigger challenges. Reversing course requires leadership and prioritization in the Mayor’s Office and City departments, alongside calls for excellence from Council. There are handful of steps that can be taken:• Publicly publish delivery/execution data (e.g., solid waste pickup rates, feet of road paved per week, etc.)• Designate district/resident accessible leadership for Solid Waste, Parks, ATL DOT, etc.• Build public trust through participatory budgeting, including for relevant service delivery.• Weekly video updates to residents.• Clear service standards that residents can expect and accountability measures if they are not met. As an example, I have placed a heavy focus on sidewalk maintenance and repair. When I took office, the City did not even have an inventory of sidewalks and their state of repair. Moreover, we do not have a transparent model as to how we prioritize which sidewalks we are going to fix and when. Each year, the City’s repair and expansion backlog grows on this and that hasn’t changed despite my beating the drum:• We need to accurately assess and maintain the size of the backlog. I passed a bill to do that but am not convinced the administration followed through in a comprehensive way.• We then need to lay out a financial model with a 20- or 30-year plan to make up the $500m+ we’ve accrued, just like Los Angeles recently did. I also passed a resolution requesting this.
	Text5: Secession by Buckhead would be disastrous for our city and not just for revenue reasons. Buckhead is an important part of the tapestry of neighborhoods that together constitute Atlanta. The challenges we face require collective action, not Balkanization. We win when we run toward the challenges we face, not from them.Moreover, Atlanta’s greatest soft power is a legacy of equity. Those conversations happen here. If we can’t even keep our city together, we lose significant space on the national stage. To bring together our city, we have to change the way we act and speak. Specifically:1. On words, there is a tendency to relegate issues of importance to Buckhead because they aren’t seen as emergent as challenges facing the rest of town. That comes with a dismissive tone, which sews division. That tenor of dialogue has to change to one of shared goals, experiences, and desired outcomes. 2.  Substantively, we must change the value proposition. Buckhead is rightly asking the question: “If we pay a large share of the city’s property taxes, are we getting our basic needs met in return?” Like the rest of the city, the answer has increasingly been no. City Hall must improve the quality of service delivery, particularly on safety, before it’s on sound footing in this debate.  
	Text6: Our city is dependent on sales and property taxes at a level that isn’t fiscally sound. Atlanta property owners also pay a disproportionate burden for infrastructure and services that non-residents use every day. In economic terms, it’s a free rider problem. Thus, we need to diversify revenue streams. Pointed taxes, like a parking tax, can be used to decrease dependence on cars and generate more revenue for infrastructure. Congestion pricing models to equitably share the burden with non-city residents who commute should be explored. Finally, a regular TSPLOST,  like many Metro Atlanta jurisdictions have would be wise. Yet, we cannot act fully, until we get more help from the General Assembly, which hasn’t shown a willingness to budge on these issues.
	Text7: One of my core passions is fostering civic engagement and building public trust through transparency. I voted for the development of a City Auditor. I passed a bill drawing clearer lines around the behavior of lobbyists at City Hall, which had grown too cozy and informal. I have championed and run two major participatory budgeting processes to demonstrate to residents that they can shape their city and trust that it will be implemented. Finally, from my first month in office until today, I have placed my Council office’s full financials in my monthly newsletter. I bring the same expectation of others to City Hall and have always supported high ethical standards and transparency to ensure they are upheld.
	Text8: True public safety requires a holistic, multi-sector response. Yet, today, we are faced with an acute increase in violent crime and gun violence. While this is a national trend, which could be made less so if the federal government tackled gun control, our statistics in Atlanta are markedly worse. For example, in 2020, homicides were up 25% nationally and 60% in Atlanta. We also saw alarming increases in sexual assault (+55%), aggravated assault (+36%), auto theft (+31%).Among the biggest variables that distinguish Atlanta: staggering income inequality as well as fewer police officers per capita than peer cities. The former requires significant investment in education and transportation infrastructure as well as equitable economic empowerment. The latter requires effective recruiting and retention strategies. Over the last four years, we have passed pay raises and retention bonuses for the police. We have increased APD’s budget as well. While a new training center will help with recruitment, we also need asymmetric approaches. This could include a “night mayor” to coordinate transportation, safety, and other resources to ensure the night economy is safe and thrives, and rental stipends for police and fire fighters who choose to live in the city. Finally, we must reevaluate what types of responses are an effective use of resources and deliver ideal outcomes. We need armed officers for many public safety incidents. Yet, we don’t them for all (e.g., noise complaints). Through technology and alternative response and diversion programs, we can deliver more nuanced and efficient public safety responses that work best for residents. I was proud to introduce a successful budget amendment in 2020 to expand the Police Alternatives Division citywide. 
	Text9: I addressed this in my response to Question #8. But in short, significant. I added a $2 million budget line item to expand PAD from something that was in two police zones to a citywide program. We are leading from the front on this and hope to see an increased commitment from Fulton County (which should be funding at a higher level given their chartered responsibility for social service delivery) and APD, including 24 hour-response capacity. Programs like PAD lighten the burden on a stretched police force and ensure that individuals are responding to incidents that match their expertise. These efforts also reduce recidivism rates and are critical to our public safety infrastructure.Evaluation comes in the form of reports to the Public Safety Committee on the numbers of individuals served by PAD and the outcomes from that intervention. We do our homework, review presentations before the committee, listen to APD leadership as well, and invest as wisely as we can.
	Text10: The most effective economic development tool is to deliver a city that is a great place to live. If we do that, businesses and employees follow. Unfortunately, we do this spottily. The quality of our public spaces is improving but investment in infrastructure, city services, safety, and public art lags our peers. We lack the aspiration and attention to detail that makes cities exceptional.With respect to traditional economic development strategies and organizations our focus should be on (1) small and mid-sized business because that is where nearly all job growth comes from; and (2) equity and a focus on under-invested parts of the city. This means that things like economic incentives from TADs or grant assistance must be targeted with more discipline. Tax credits should be used for greatest need and impact. Moreover, we should not shy away from collaborating with the state on programs proven to create economic mobility. For example, we’ve seen elsewhere in the state that German-style apprenticeship models transcribed to an American audience can work. Our system of universities and technical colleges could easily lean into this pathway for many Atlantans.Finally, as we navigate COVID-19, the future of downtowns is in flux. Traditional use of space may not be in the same demand. We must then explore creating new spaces for people to live (e.g., first floor units in Downtown) and spaces where people want to be (e.g., car-free zones). Maintaining demand for the center city requires agility and boldness.
	Text11: Before we can talk earnestly about economic mobility, we must acknowledge economic insecurity. I have spent significant time and financial office resources exploring income inequality and insecurity in one of the neighborhoods I represent: the Old Fourth Ward, which has the largest community of Section 8 residents in the South. In 2020, I launched the Old Fourth Ward Economic Security Task Force. This was co-chaired by former Mayor Shirley Franklin, Dena Kimball of the Kendeda Fund, and Taifa Butler-Smith, then-President of the Georgia Budget and Policy Institute. We looked at tax policy and the prospect of a guaranteed income for the neighborhood’s most vulnerable residents: Black women making less than $20,000 annually. Out of that work has launched a non-profit organization working to raise funds for a cash-transfer pilot program to tackle economic insecurity. Whether its baby bonds, cash transfers, or emergency cash assistance, there are tools available to address generational racial economic inequity and insecurity.Moreover, even if there is widespread acceptance and funding for cash-transfer programs, we still must address the systemic obstacles to economic mobility. There are many approaches. The approach which data supports most is economic integration of neighborhoods. Harvard Economist Raj Chetty has repeatedly demonstrated that when poor people live near non-poor people, they experience much better social and economic mobility. Charlotte is already working with this construct in mind. We must lean into mixed-income housing and density to manage our growth, limit gentrification, and ensure diverse communities. We must also look at early childhood education. There is a place for the City to act multilaterally to help fund quality-rated classrooms for 2-4-year-olds along with Fulton County, DeKalb County, APS, and ideally the state. While there was an attempt at this early in 2018, those conversations bore no tangible fruit. A five-year old entering a classroom with no formal education versus one with three years of schooling is at a dramatic disadvantage. We must tackle this discrepancy in opportunity from the start. 
	Text13: First, as noted in greater detail above, we must act on public safety with data, resources, and technology.Second, the shortage of workers, particularly in the hospitality sector – hotels, food and beverage – is partially just reflective of national shifts in employment and choices workers are making in a tight labor market where wages are rising. But we need to stabilize re-entry among our service workforce, which means prioritizing affordable housing inside the city so that workers don’t move away. And, as folks have re-prioritized their career goals, we need to facilitate re-training and connections between employers and potential workers. Finally, the City needs to do what it is charged with doing: deliver core services well. Without a stable and predictable City Hall, residents and businesses suffer a lack of confidence and choose to move elsewhere. We need enforcement of the laws we have on the books and leadership, along with proper resource allocation, to deliver the basics well.
	Text14: There is neither a single nor simple solution to our affordable housing challenges. If there was, plenty of other similarly situated cities would have implemented it. The solutions are multifaceted. Currently, housing demand exceeds supply. Metro Atlanta’s population grew by just over 15% in the last decade. New housing units grew by only 11%. This has driven up land and property values in the city and across metro Atlanta. In the macro, we need more housing to meet demand. That will come primarily through more density: high rises to duplexes and smaller lots. And the best tool government must incent density is zoning. To generate significant new housing options at all price points we must lean heavily into zoning-based solutions to incent and allow for more housing to be built. While inclusionary zoning has been pushed as a panacea, it is not effective to generate the volume of new housing that we need, even if it was legal under state law. Moreover, data on returns from existing IZ zones isn’t great. In response, development is happening outside these areas. If IZ were expanded citywide, we run the risk of distorting housing prices for everyone renting because the cost of providing below market rents will get passed on to those paying market rates, thereby eliminating even market-rate apartments. The more effective tool here is the carrot, not the stick. Allow for more density and reduce variables that increase cost. I have recently introduced three rezoning proposals that do just that: Eliminate mandated parking minimums for residential developments, allow for 1-12 units to be built by right within a half mile walk of a MARTA train station, and permit attached ADUs (e.g., basement apartments/condos). These changes, if passed, will not solve all of our housing demand needs but they begin to absorb people into the city at scale and at varying price points. The biggest barriers we face are resistance to change and density by single-family homeowners. By demonstrating that new neighbors in new types of housing does not mean that a neighborhood’s character will evaporate, we can make progress here.Concurrently, in the micro, subsidies, abatements, and direct transfers of cash from the government, and agencies like Invest Atlanta, can help correct the market’s shortcomings. We recently did this through the Housing Opportunity Bond. The obvious pitfall with this is that you can only bond against the city so often. We need to leverage all potential funding streams and tax credits to incentivize development of low-income and moderately affordable units. Moreover, to retain existing affordable housing like older garden-style apartments, we need to establish a low/no interest revolving loan fund for property owners to access to update their properties in exchange for maintaining below market rents. This should be in addition to home repair grants for older legacy residents who own their homes. And, of course, Atlanta Housing needs to do its job and build new housing on the hundreds of vacant acres it owns.
	Text15: There are many tools here. Obviously, expanding and protecting homestead exemptions for seniors are a baseline. Beyond that, the following should be deployed:• Funds from the Housing Opportunity Bond that have been dedicated to home repair and home ownership assistance;• Upzoning to increase housing supply and, thus, affordability;• Continuing to heavily promote federal relief funds to those at risk of eviction;• Low-interest loans for rehabilitation of privately-owned lower-income apartments;• Use of TADs to support affordable housing development. I’ve fought nearly every year to save the Eastside TAD, which does so much for Downtown and Sweet Auburn;• As mentioned earlier, I’m working to launch a cash-transfer program for low-income Black women in the Old Fourth Ward; while I don’t expect County or City support for this effort, nothing has proven more effective at stabilization and mobility as giving people cash; and• Promotion of the renter’s rights legislation that I passed two years ago which allows new renters to utilize security deposit insurance or stretch their security deposit payment over several months to lower the cost of renting an apartment at no risk to the landlord.
	Text16: City appointments to the MARTA Board are vetted and voted on by the City Council. This is the same as with appointments to other quasi-governmental bodies, like Atlanta Housing and Invest Atlanta. I think this process is appropriate and effective.I have also found MARTA to be transparent with the MORE MARTA program. They provide regular public updates on projects and timelines. However, they should be communicative as new forces and trends emerge: demand for transit and the future of transportation is changing and fast-moving. MARTA would be wise to have honest conversations with Atlantans about the planned projects, their future relevance, and alternative ways to deliver maximum impact with MORE MARTA funding streams.
	Text17: I discussed this issue in an earlier response but it is one that I’m deeply passionate about. Infrastructure maintenance is a core responsibility of the City and we are failing. There’s no subject on which I’ve worked harder and gotten the least headway in the last four years – and my sincere hope is that with the next administration we get a more active partner in ATLDOT.First, we must put a price tag on our infrastructure backlog needs and future state of repair projections. For sidewalks alone, I requested a price tag and inventory. It took three years before we received the results of a study. Even then the numbers provided were round (roughly $500m-750m) and ignored existing rates of deterioration and future increases in cost of repair. All we have now is an approximation. We need more detail and smarter analysis, for roads, bridges, sidewalks, sewers, etc.Once we have sound projections, we need a multi-year plan to pay down the debt and come up with a transparent and equitable way to pick the projects along the way. I passed a bill asking for this and was flatly told by ATLDOT that they had no interest in doing it. Going forward, we need ATLDOT and Council working together to tackle these big multi-decade challenges. I’m committed to continuing the fight. Additionally, the list of transportation projects that have stalled in the Procurement Department is staggering and is crippling our ability to attract and retain matching funds and maintain public trust. If Procurement is not going to operate efficiently, we must allow large CIDs to manage procurement themselves to deliver long-planned projects. I am currently drafting legislation that would permit that approach. 
	Text18: Sustainability is a global issue. Municipalities, however, can have marked impact in tackling climate change and ensuring long-term resilience. Some of the steps we should take include:• Embracing density in housing and commercial development. It’s cheaper to service, requires less water and power resources, and reduces car-dependency. It also allows us to remain economically competitive.• Working with the private sector on green building standards and commuting options for employees is a baseline step. There have been incredibly successful green building programs to date but we need to continue to push toward sustainable buildings and employee choices;• City incentives and assistance for home energy retrofits need to be increased.• The City’s 2035 Sustainability goals are terrific but to reach them we must be more aggressive. A “Green Bond”, for example, could allow for purchase of property elsewhere in Georgia to develop a solar farm to help meet our goals.• I was proud to have passed legislation eliminating the use of single-use plastics at City facilities, including the Airport.• Investing in treatment facilities and service delivery schedules to expand recycling participation;• Introduce LEED certifications into criteria that boost a bid for a City contract.• Continue to protect our tree canopy alongside managing our growth and development. They are not mutually exclusive.
	Text2: 1. Delivering Public Safety: Violent crime is up across the country. There are macro trends acting as root causes (see, e.g., access to guns nationwide). But there are also challenges unique to Atlanta that we must tackle. The single greatest concern remains police officer recruitment and retention. I voted for pay raises and bonuses several times over the last four years. I also successfully introduced a budget amendment to expand the Police Alternatives Division citywide to deliver social and mental services, instead of arrest, to those in need. Finally, alongside more cameras and better lighting, we need more attention on the night-time economy. Most violent crime is occurring at night. I’d like to see the appointment of a night-economy director to coordinate public safety response alongside the needs of businesses, workers, and patrons.2. Managing our Growth: Cities are either growing or dying. Our city is growing but not sustainably. There are limits to how much we can sprawl. We have more people who want housing than we have supply. That conversation comes to a head most pointedly in District 2. Simply put, we need more housing at all price points. To that end, I recently introduced a series of bills that try to change behavior in a few key ways: more use of transit, lower housing costs, and greater density, all with an eye to balancing neighborhood character.3. Investing in Infrastructure and City Services: Our streets, bridges, and sidewalks are crumbling, solid waste service is waning, business licenses take months for approval, and the procurement process is damagingly slow. We need to focus on the basics and prioritize funding (including federal) toward delivering the core infrastructure and services our city is required to deliver. Our success depends on doing the small things with excellence.
	Text 3: I lead with vision and honesty. City Council, like many legislative bodies, often delivers provincial and timid outcomes because we are not conditioned to tackling tough issues or because we underestimate our potential and place in the world. While I may carry some idealism, it is grounded in earnestness and a deep belief that we need to hold ourselves to a higher standard if we are to achieve the city we all believe is possible. I’ve had many legislative victories in my first term. Some of them faced opposition but passed anyway. At other times, I found a way to move a policy forward outside of the legislative process. For example, I’ve championed participatory budgeting to give residents more control over taxpayer dollars and to build trust in government. While I was moderately successful in setting aside General Fund dollars for districts to run pilot projects, I used $1 million in TSPLOST/Renew Atlanta funds to run the largest participatory budgeting program in the South. It has proven a remarkable success (over 3,500 people voted and approved 17 projects Downtown) and I believe my colleagues have seen the value of expanding the concept though City Hall. I have also worked doggedly to pass legislation that, first, had little support: reigning in predatory booting, passing a single-use plastics ban in City buildings, and consistently pressing the City for an inventory of sidewalk conditions.


